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Twisted Perfection
By Abbi Glines

Simon & Schuster Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Twisted Perfection, Abbi
Glines, My future was about to be completely thrown off track because Della Sloane was under my
skin, and I had to have her. I couldn't ignore it anymore.I'd gotten close enough to her to see
deeper. Della Sloane is not your average girl. Yearning to break free of her dark and sheltered past,
Della plans a solo road trip to experience real life on her own terms. But the trip is nearly cut short
in the little beach town of Rosemary when she realizes she can't even pump her own gas-until
Woods Kerrington shows up, more than willing to help out a pretty girl in need. Woods's family
wants him to settle down with a wealthy woman in pearls, but he can't resist this carefree girl in
cutoffs passing through town. A one-night stand should have been enough, but months later,
Woods can't get the irresistible Della out of his head. When a twist of fate brings Della back to
Woods, all signs point to trouble if they don't keep their distance. Neither is truly free, and a
relationship could destroy both of them. With their...
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Reviews
It is really an awesome ebook that we actually have actually study. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Colema n O r tiz
The book is straightforward in go through easier to recognize. it was actually writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am very happy to explain how this is
actually the greatest publication i have read through within my individual life and might be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Gla dys Conr oy
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